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Take Control of Your Next Broker 
Meeting
Your insurance broker should work for you. But it may not be clear how to make the most of your broker 
relationship. What can you do to make your broker meeting a more effective strategic session about 
reducing costs and improving the quality of care for your employees?

First, it’s helpful to understand what the process looks like from the perspective of the broker operating in the 
traditional fully insured market.

Being a Broker – What’s That Like?

Each year, a couple of months before your renewal period, your broker gets a renewal offer from your current 
carrier. You might imagine that offer comes with robust data that explains the new price. But if you are a 
midsize business working with a national carrier, then no. That data never makes it to your broker. If you have 
fewer than 100 employees, the carrier probably provides no data at all.

With the new premium in hand, your broker may shop the offer to the other three national insurance 
companies. They also have no data to base their offers on. But they can see the new cost from your current 
carrier, and they know they need to come in lower than that. 

Your broker, having negotiated these lower bids, presents you with several options. Often, it’s a choice 
between multiple bad offers, the worst of which is from your current provider. You’re stuck with a tough 
decision. Is it worth disrupting your employees to switch carriers for this relatively small difference in rates?

That’s one scenario. Another is that your current insurance provider extends a no-shop offer to your broker. In 
which case your broker may bring you one and only one option this year. If that happens to you, it’s very likely 
that you are being overcharged. You are so valuable to your current provider that they don’t want anyone else 
to have a shot at winning your business.
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Incentives – Who Does Your Broker Work For?

You should be aware that some brokers may have an incentive to steer you toward a particular insurance 
company, and to allow your insurance company to escalate rate increase year over year. A recent NPR article 
details out the incentives problem. Some national insurance providers offer commissions of 3-6% of the total 
premium to brokers, in addition to bonuses, overrides and giveaways.

What seems like your broker pointing you to the most competitive health plan may actually be your broker 
pointing you to the insurance company offering the highest compensation. What’s more, the higher the 
premium, the more the broker gets paid. It’s a classic conflict of interest. Not every broker is paid by the 
insurer. Many are paid directly by the employer and have a true mission to get you and your employees the 
best possible health benefits at the best possible price.

Cost Saving Strategies

If you ask your broker about cost saving strategies, they may suggest a plan with higher out-of-pocket costs 
to your employees. There are many other powerful cost saving strategies available to them, but only a limited 
number that are possible with traditional “fully insured” providers.

So, you may be offered a plan with higher out-of-pocket costs. Is that so bad?

Obviously, it’s not a great deal for your employees. But it can also be a bad business decision. According 
to recent Gallup data, 33% of American households delayed treatment in the last year due to high out-of-
pocket costs. Delayed treatment is tied to more emergency room visits, higher long-term costs, and reduced 
workplace productivity.

You need a better strategy than that.

So, What Can You Do?

Your broker should be your trusted advisor with your best interests in mind.  In the past, maybe your broker 
meeting has been a passive process for you. Maybe you felt trapped. Maybe you didn’t know what questions 
to ask. Roundstone has prepared 7 questions you can ask your insurance broker that will help you take back 
control. 

Download our 7 Question Guide here. Print it out, bring it with you, and facilitate the most productive broker 
meeting ever.
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https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2019/02/20/694719998/insurers-hand-out-cash-and-gifts-to-sway-brokers-who-sell-employer-health-plans
https://news.gallup.com/poll/269138/americans-delaying-medical-treatment-due-cost.aspx
http://go.roundstoneinsurance.com/l/553932/2019-12-18/9hz4hs/553932/311293/Questions_for_Your_Broker_Dec_2019_Final.pdf

